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Abstract
Reconstructing past population size from present day genetic data is a major goal of pop-
ulation genetics. Recent empirical studies infer population size history using coalescent-based
models applied to a small number of individuals. Here we provide tight bounds on the amount
of exact coalescence time data needed to recover the population size history of a single, panmic-
tic population at a certain level of accuracy. In practice, coalescence times are estimated from
sequence data and so our lower bounds should be taken as rather conservative.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reconstructing the past size and structure of the population of a species is a major goal of pop-
ulation genetics with applications in, for example, ecology, epidemiology [12], and paleoanthro-
pology [15]. It is also important for understanding relationships between different evolutionary
parameters, e.g., the dynamics of different parts of the genome or how demography affects selec-
tion [16].
Inference is based on sequence data from individuals sampled from the population under con-
sideration. Under a given population history, the coalescent is a model that provides likelihoods
of observed genetic data and is one of the main tools used to infer population history. But the
space of population histories typically considered is huge and so maximum likelihood estimation
requires approximation techniques [2, 7, 11, 15, 20, 21, 25] which lack theoretical guarantees; the
same statement applies to Bayesian methods [6, 12]. (These methods are discussed in greater detail
in Section 1.1 below.)
Here we provide provable information-theoretic lower bounds on the amount of coalescence
data needed to estimate, up to some specified accuracy, events in a population’s past history (see
Theorem 1.1 below). Our bounds are asymptotically tight as shown by analysis of a simple inference
algorithm which recovers the history given slightly more data than required by the lower bounds.
Before stating our results in more detail, we provide a brief introduction to inference using the
coalescent, as well as a summary of existing literature in this area.
∗Our title is inspired by the famous paper of Mark Kac [13]; analogously, we study the theoretical limits to inferring
a population size history.
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1.1 Inference using the coalescent
Let N(t) be the size of a single panmictic haploid population at time t “generations” in the past1
and call N = {N (t)}t>0 the shape of the population size history, or simply the population shape.
Given N , Kingman’s coalescent (see [28] for background) is a random genealogy on n sampled
individuals from the present day population. The basic description is that the rate of coalescence
between any two individuals/lineages at time t in the past is 1/N(t) and so given k lineages at time
t, the rate of coalescence is
(
k
2
)
/N(t). We focus primarily on the case where data comes from pairs
of individuals, i.e., n = 2, just as in, e.g., [15].
The population shape N = {N (t)}t>0 determines a distribution PN over coalescent trees; and
in particular, PN determines the distribution of coalescent trees of any finite number of individuals,
at any number of independent loci. The first step to infer N using the coalescent is to ensure that
the distribution over coalescent trees uniquely determines the shape of a population history, i.e.,
that N 6= N ′ implies that PN 6= PN ′ . This is indeed true: if we know PN , then we also know the
rate of coalescence of two arbitrary individuals at any time t, which is just 1/N(t). Thus with an
infinite amount of coalescence time data, the population shape can be reconstructed.
Considering sequence data, the model assumes that for n individuals in a population, each
genomic site follows an n-coalescent tree. Two sites have the same coalescent tree if there is
no recombination breakpoint between them. At each site, mutations occur on top of the trees
according to a Poisson process with small mutation rate and so, in principle, likelihoods of statistics
of sequence data can be derived. Unfortunately, recombination is a complicated process and even
under simplifying assumptions, likelihood functions are typically intractable, both analytically and
computationally. Thus inexact methods must be developed, which we now describe.
Given whole genome data, likelihoods of various population parameters can be estimated across
the parameter space by MCMC [20, 7]. Using a simplified model of recombination [18], simpler like-
lihood functions arise; however, these must still be analyzed using approximation schemes [15, 25].
Sequence data can also be used to infer the lengths of nonrecombinant blocks [27], the distribution
of which can be used to infer various aspects of the population history [21].
The problem simplifies when it is assumed that all loci in a given sequence are linked, that is,
not separated by recombination events or in parts of the genome where no recombination occurs
(such as mitochondrial DNA). In such cases, the coalescent trees at each of the sites are identical.
For such data, given the coalescent tree, the number of segregating sites (where mutations have
occurred) follows a Poisson distribution and analytic (though intractable) expressions for likelihoods
can be derived.
If all sites are unlinked, one can use inference tools involving the population allele frequency
spectrum [2] or Bayesian approaches such as the “Bayesian Skyline” [6, 12] for both single and multi-
locus data. Outside of the coalescent framework, the allele frequency spectrum and its diffusion
approximation [9, 17] (which is derived from the underlying Wright-Fisher dynamics that also drive
the coalescent) can also be used, though the same computational caveats as above apply. The allele
frequency spectrum suffers from identifiability issues in general [19], though not under biologically
realistic assumptions [1].
1.2 Results overview and applications
We provide lower bounds on the amount of exact coalescence time data necessary to infer past
population history events. The assumption that our data are exact coalescence times is unrealistic
but idealized: for a single, panmictic population, the rate of coalescence t generations in the
1Throughout the paper the unit of time is generations.
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past determines the population size at that time and so the most direct route to estimating the
population history is through the coalescence times. Since our lower bounds on the amount of
samples are for idealized data, the bounds should also be taken to apply to methods which use
sequence data (and should be considered as underestimates for such methods). In fact, all the
previously mentioned coalescent-based methods used to infer population history based on sequence
data also infer the coalescence times along the way (usually implicitly).
The following theorem provides bounds on the probability of correctly distinguishing between
two population histories that differ only on an interval (T, T + S) over which each is constant,
given coalescence times between pairs of individuals at L independent loci. See Figure 1 for an
illustration of two such histories.
Theorem 1.1. Let a, b, and S be positive constants and let T > 0. Consider the following hypothesis
testing problem: under both hypotheses the population sizes are equal in the intervals [0, T ) and
[T+S,∞), given by some function N(·), but under H1 the population size is constant aN(0) =: aN0
in the interval [T, T+S) while under H2 the population size during the interval [T, T+S) is constant
bN0. If L independent coalescence times are observed from either H1 or H2, with prior probability
1/2, then the Bayes error rate for any classifier is at least (1− E)/2, where
E2 6 2L exp
(
−
∫ T
0
1/N (t) dt
)(
1− e− S2N0 a+bab
) (√a−√b)2
a+ b
(1.1)
6 2L exp
(
−
∫ T
0
1/N (t) dt
)
min
{
S
2N0
,
ab
a+ b
} (√a−√b)2
ab
. (1.2)
In other words, for any classification procedure, the chance of correctly determining whether the
samples came from H1 or H2, is at most (1 + E)/2.
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Figure 1: An illustration of two population histories for which Theorem 1.1 provides lower bounds
on the amount of coalescence time data needed to distinguish between them.
The main features of the bound of the theorem above are that if L  (S/N0)−1, or if L 
1/(
√
a−√b)2, or if T is large enough, then the chance of distinguishing between the two histories
will be near 1/2. Consequently, given a, b, S, and T , the theorem provides a lower bound on the
number L of independent coalescence times necessary in order to distinguish between the two
histories with a given probability.
To understand the bound in more concrete settings and to compare Theorem 1.1 to previous
work, consider Li and Durbin [15], who apply the pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent model
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(PSMC) to the complete diploid genome sequences of seven individuals in order to infer human
population size history, with one of their main goals being to infer the timing of the out-of-Africa
event which caused a bottleneck in East Asian and European populations. To validate their model,
they apply PSMC to simulated data where the population histories consist of a sharp out-of-Africa
bottleneck followed by a population expansion. They note that the simulations “reveal a limitation
of PSMC in recovering sudden changes in effective population size.” We use Theorem 1.1 to
quantitatively show that every method must suffer from this to a certain extent.
Take the population history considered in [15, Fig. 2a], reproduced in the left panel of Fig. 2
below. Here the present day effective population size is N0 := N(0) = 2.732 × 104; the effective
population size is N0 in the time interval [0, 2.732×104) back in time (measured in years, assuming
25 years per generation), it is 0.05×N0 in the time interval [2.732×104, 1.0245×105) back in time,
it is 0.5×N0 in the time interval [1.0245× 105, 3.415× 106) back in time, and it is N0 in the time
interval [3.415× 106,∞) back in time. We apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain bounds on the amount of
data needed to estimate the timing of the bottleneck at approximately 100 kyr to a given accuracy.
We have a = 0.05, b = 0.5, and N0 = 2.732 × 104. Assuming 25 years per generation, we have
T = 0.15N0 and
∫ T
0 1/N (t) dt =
∫ 0.04N0
0 1/N0dt+
∫ 0.15N0
0.04N0
1/(0.05N0)dt = 2.24.
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Figure 2: The population histories compared in Table 1. The history on the left is Fig. 2a in [15]
and the history on the right is a modified version. For each value of S, Theorem 1.1 provides lower
bounds on the amount of coalescence time data needed to distinguish between the two histories.
Theorem 1.1 tells us that, given coalescence times from L independent loci, in order to distin-
guish between the two histories considered in Figure 2 with probability at least 0.95, it is necessary
that E2 > 0.81, so using (1.1) and plugging in the numbers above, it is necessary that
2Le−2.24
(
1− e− S54640× 0.550.025
) (√0.5−√0.05)2
0.55
> 0.81. (1.3)
From this we immediately see that there is no solution for S when L 6 8, i.e., when the number
of independent loci is too small, the length of the 95% “uncertainty interval”2 is infinite. When
L > 9, (1.3) is equivalent to
S > 27320
11
log
1 + 891×e
2.24
4000×(
√
0.5−√0.05)2
L− 891×e2.24
4000×(
√
0.5−√0.05)2
 , (1.4)
2For a statistical hypothesis H1 : θ = θ1 on a real parameter θ and a given set of data, we define the 95%
uncertainty interval to be the set of values θ2 such that for any classification procedure, the chance of correctly
determining whether the samples came from H1 or H2 : θ = θ2 is no greater than 0.95.
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i.e., the length of the 95% “uncertainty interval” is inversely proportional to L for large L. Table 1
collects the numerical values of some of the lower bounds on the lengths of the 95% uncertainty
intervals given by (1.3) and (1.4) (note that in (1.3) and (1.4) the unit of S is generations, while
in Table 1 the unit of time is years, where we assume 25 years per generation). These estimates
are in line with the simulation results of [15], where in the PSMC reconstruction of the population
history the sudden drop in population is spread out over several tens of thousands of years.
Number of loci 6 8 10 20 30 50
Lower bound on interval length (in years) ∞ 1.3× 105 3.6× 104 2.1× 104 1.2× 104
Table 1: Lower bounds on the lengths of the 95% uncertainty intervals for determining the timing
of a bottleneck given a sample of L independent loci in the scenario depicted in Figure 2.
Similarly, Theorem 1.1 also provides bounds on the amount of coalescence data needed to
estimate the time of the final jump in the population to N0 in this same scenario. We may consider
two population histories, one the same as Fig. 2a in [15], and the other a modified version where
the final jump in the population to N0 occurs at some time in the interval [1.0245×105, 3.415×106]
years in the past; see Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The population histories compared in Table 2. The history on the left is Fig. 2a in [15]
and the history on the right is a modified version. Here 25(T +S) = 3.415× 106 and for each value
of T , Theorem 1.1 provides lower bounds on the amount of coalescence data needed to distinguish
between the two histories.
Here we thus have a = 0.5, b = 1, 25(T +S) = 3.415×106, and 25T ∈ [1.0245×105, 3.415×106].
For each such T we have∫ T
0
1/N(t)dt =
∫ .04N0
0
1/N0dt+
∫ .15N0
.04N0
1/(.05N0)dt+
∫ T
.15N0
1/(.5N0)dt = 1.94 + 2(T/N0).
Plugging these expressions into (1.2) of Theorem 1.1 and taking ab/(a + b) in the minimum, we
find that, in order to recover the true population history with probability at least 0.95 given L
independent samples, we must have
T 6 13660 log (L/49.2) . (1.5)
Notice again that recovery with 95% chance is impossible when L 6 49, so a considerable amount
of coalescence time data is required for accurate inference. When L > 50, Table 2 summarizes
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lower bounds on the length of the 95% uncertainty intervals implied by (1.5) (again converted to
years).
Number of loci 100 200 500 103 104
Lower bound on interval length (in yr) 3.1× 106 2.9× 106 2.6× 106 2.3× 106 1.6× 106
Table 2: Lower bounds on the lengths of the 95% uncertainty intervals for determining the timing of
the last population size change in the scenario depicted in Figure 3, given a sample of L independent
loci.
The PSMC reconstruction of the population history ends at approximately 5 Myr, so the lengths
of their uncertainty intervals on the timing of the last population size change are unclear, but appear
to be at least a few Myr. Our results are therefore in line with these simulation results, and show
that no method can perform substantially better than PSMC.
1.3 Organization of the paper
The layout of the paper is as follows: in the next section we describe a procedure that infers a pop-
ulation history given slightly more data than required by the lower bounds implied by Theorem 1.1.
We prove our results on lower bounds, including Theorem 1.1, in Section 3, and then prove results
about the inference procedure in Section 4. We support our results by simulations presented in
Section 5, and we end with a summarizing discussion section with some open problems.
2 A SIMPLE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
To complement the results on lower bounds detailed above, we describe a simple estimation pro-
cedure (analyzed in Section 4) that takes coalescence time data and returns an estimate for the
population shape. The analysis of this procedure shows that the amount of data it requires almost
matches the lower bounds stated in our results above.
The procedure takes i.i.d. pairwise coalescence times tL = {t1, . . . , tL} and returns a piecewise
constant estimate N̂ =
{
N̂ (t)
}
t>0
for the population shape. The procedure involves a single
parameter, ε, which controls the length of the time intervals where our estimate is constant, and
which then also affects the accuracy of our estimate in each time interval. Assume that there are
N0 individuals initially, at time 0.
1. Partition time backwards in time into intervals of length εN0, i.e., let I1 = [0, εN0], I2 =
[εN0, 2εN0] , . . . , IK = [(K − 1) εN0,KεN0]. (K is the minimum integer such that the interval
[0,KεN0] covers the data and we do not provide estimates past time KεN0.)
2. For k = 1, . . . ,K, denote the fraction of data points lying in the time interval Ik by
X̂k :=
1
L
# {i : ti ∈ Ik} ,
and furthermore let Ŝ0 = 0 and Ŝk =
∑k
i=1 X̂i, the fraction of data points lying in the time
interval [0, kεN0].
3. Our estimate N̂k in the time interval Ik is
N̂k :=
εN0
− log
(
1− X̂k
1−Ŝk−1
) , (2.1)
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provided that X̂k > 0, i.e., we have at least one data point in the time interval Ik. If X̂k = 0,
then we do not give an estimate.
Remark 2.1. The estimate (2.1) is motivated by the fact that
P (t1 ∈ Ik)
P (t1 /∈ [0, (k − 1) εN0]) = 1− exp
(
−
∫ kεN0
(k−1)εN0
1
N (t)
dt
)
.
Remark 2.2. In Step 1 above, we partition time into intervals of equal length. This is done solely
to make the subsequent analysis and discussion as simple as possible. Depending on the specific
application, it might be of interest to consider other choices of partitions, for instance, choosing
intervals whose lengths grow exponentially backwards in time. Our estimation procedure (and also
the subsequent analysis) works in an analogous way: X̂k and Ŝk can be defined in the same way in
Step 2, and the only change in the estimate (2.1) is to replace εN0 in the numerator of the fraction
with the length of the appropriate interval, |Ik|.
In order to state the properties of this procedure, define for k > 1 the “effective constant
population size in the time interval Ik” by
N˜k :=
εN0∫ kεN0
(k−1)εN0
1
N(t)dt
;
the N˜k give a natural piecewise constant approximation of the population shape N(t) that is directly
comparable to the piecewise estimate N̂ . Let
Ek := sup
t∈Ik
∣∣∣logN (t)− log N̂k∣∣∣
be the absolute error of our estimate N̂ on a logarithmic scale for each time interval. When
estimating the error Ek, there are two types of errors to consider. One is the inherent error coming
from the fact that we are approximating the shape with a piecewise constant function; the other
error comes from the finite sample size L. By the triangle inequality we can bound the error Ek by
the sum of these two errors:
Ek 6 Ek,1 + Ek,2,
where
Ek,1 := sup
t∈Ik
∣∣∣logN (t)− log N˜k∣∣∣
is the error coming from approximating the shape in the time interval Ik with a constant, and
Ek,2 :=
∣∣∣log N˜k − log N̂k∣∣∣
is the error coming from the finite sample size. Ignoring the error Ek,1 for now, we can use
concentration inequalities to derive the following finite sample estimate for the accuracy of our
estimator:
Proposition 2.3. Given that ` samples “survived” the first k − 1 intervals, the probability that
log N˜k, is in the (random) interval[
log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− L
`
X̂k − c
)
∨ 0
))
, log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− L
`
X̂k + c
)
∧ 1
))]
is at least 1− 2 exp (−2c2`) for all c > 0.3
3Here and in the following we use the notation a ∨ b = max {a, b} and a ∧ b = min {a, b}.
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Note that the interval in the proposition contains the estimate log N̂k.
To understand in what sense Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 1.1 are matching bounds, first con-
sider the following easy corollary of Theorem 1.1 that better matches the setting of Proposition 2.3.
Theorem 2.4. Let a, b, and S be positive constants and T > 0. Consider the following hypothesis
testing problem: Under H1 the population size is constant aN(0) =: aN0 in the interval [T, T + S)
while under H2 the population size during the interval [T, T +S) is constant bN0. Assume the data
are independent coalescence times and let ` be the number of pairs that have not coalesced by time
T . If the true history is given by either H1 or H2, each with prior probability 1/2, then the Bayes
error rate for any classifier is at least (1−∆)/2, where ∆ satisfies:
∆2 6 2`
(√
b−√a
)2
a+ b
.
In other words, for any classification procedure, the chance of correctly determining whether the
samples came from H1 or H2, is at most (1 + ∆)/2.
Writing b = a(1+η) for η > 0, the bound of the theorem becomes 2`(1−2√1 + η/(2+η)) 6 `η2/4
and so we see that if η  `−1/2, then no procedure will distinguish between the two histories given
by H1 and H2 with good probability. On the other hand, Proposition 2.3 implies that for a fixed
confidence α,
1− 2 exp (−2c2`) = α,
and the constant c is of order `−1/2 as ` becomes large, and thus the width of the interval in
Proposition 2.3 is of order log(1 + C`−1/2) where C is some constant. To summarize, if η 
`−1/2, then our method will distinguish between the histories with high probability; but if η 
`−1/2, Theorem 2.4 shows that no procedure will distinguish between the two histories with good
probability. On a conceptual level, this last statement is the main purpose of the paper: a significant
amount of data is needed to infer past population size, especially in deep history where there is
likely to be little coalescence information.
For illustration, we implement our estimation procedure on simulated data in Section 5, where
we find a good general performance, matching our theoretical results.
2.1 Related theoretical work
Our reconstruction algorithm is a special case of the following problem: given n i.i.d. copies of
the first point of a Poisson point process on [0,∞) with intensity ϕ(t), what is a good estimate
of ϕ(t)−1? Poisson process intensity estimation has a large literature, see for example [3, 22, 31]
and references therein, but the (natural) data assumed in this area is one realization of the point
process, or the point process observed up to some fixed time, or i.i.d. copies of such data, which
does not fit our framework.
For another perspective to this question, define the hazard rate for a positive random variable
X with density f and distribution function F to be
− d
dt
log(1− F (t)) = f(t)/(1− F (t)). (2.2)
A simple calculation shows that the time of the first point of a Poisson process with intensity ϕ(t)
has the same distribution as a positive random variable with hazard rate ϕ(t). Due largely to their
importance in applications in, e.g., insurance, medicine, and reliability theory [14, Section 1.1],
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hazard rate estimation is well studied; some seminal papers are [23, 24, 32] and see the recent [5]
and references there. Without embellishments specific to lifetime data (such as censoring where
some lifetimes are only known to be at least some value), the main technique to estimating (2.2)
(which also applies to its inverse) is to adapt estimators of f and F .
Indeed, our reconstruction algorithm is essentially an adaptation of the histogram estimate of
the density and distribution function to our setting. Other popular density estimation techniques
such as those in the introduction of [26] can be adapted to our setting through the use of (2.2);
for example see [30] for a survey of kernel smoothing methods for hazard function estimation. Our
particular estimation procedure was chosen due to its simplicity and explicitness; in particular,
we mention two points. The first is that we desire results like Proposition 2.3 with explicit non-
asymptotic confidence intervals. Asymptotic confidence intervals can be obtained and used as
estimates for smoothed density estimators, but with error depending on unknown quantities related
to the underlying density which can lead to poor coverage accuracy [10]. Secondly, smoothed density
estimators have improved performance only when the underlying density is itself smooth (expressed
as differentiability and continuity conditions). A major purpose of estimating past population size
is to discover drastic changes in population size such as bottlenecks [11, 15, 21, 25], when it is not
clear such smoothness assumptions are appropriate.
3 PROOF OF LOWER BOUNDS
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1, as well as derive some other lower bounds for the amount
of data needed for a given accuracy of estimating the population shape. This is done by formu-
lating hypothesis tests deciding between two population shapes, and proving upper bounds on the
probability of correctly inferring the population shape.
3.1 Background on probability metrics
We first recall a few metrics between probability distributions (see [8] for a survey). Let P and
Q be two probability measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to a third probability
measure λ. Write fP =
dP
dλ and fQ =
dQ
dλ for the respective Radon-Nikodym derivatives. The square
of the Hellinger distance between P and Q is then defined as
d2H (P,Q) :=
1
2
∫ (√
fP −
√
fQ
)2
dλ.
The definition does not depend on the choice of λ. A nice property of the Hellinger distance is that
for product measures P = P1 × P2, Q = Q1 ×Q2, we have that
1− d2H (P,Q) =
(
1− d2H (P1, Q1)
) (
1− d2H (P2, Q2)
)
,
which immediately implies that
d2H (P,Q) 6 d2H (P1, Q1) + d2H (P2, Q2) .
Another commonly used metric is the total variation distance:
dTV (P,Q) := sup
A∈F
|P (A)−Q (A)| ,
or, equivalently:
dTV (P,Q) =
1
2
∫
|fP − fQ| dλ.
We use the following well-known fact:
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Lemma 3.1. With the notation above we have
dTV 6
√
2dH .
Proof. This follows from the identity fP −fQ =
(√
fP −
√
fQ
) (√
fP +
√
fQ
)
, the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, and the inequality
(√
fP +
√
fQ
)2 6 2 (fP + fQ).
3.2 A lower bound on the amount of data needed to recover a constant history
We start in a simpler setting than Theorem 1.1 where we are trying to differentiate with good
probability between two populations of constant size. For this simple setup we assume our data
are L i.i.d. copies of coalescent trees on n individuals from a constant population, and we want
to estimate the size of the population. We derive lower bounds on the amount of data needed for
recovery.
Theorem 3.2. Consider the following hypothesis testing problem: H1 states that the population
size during the interval [0,∞) is constant N , while H2 states that the population size during the
interval [0,∞) is the constant (1 + η)N , where η > 0 is fixed. If L i.i.d. coalescent trees on n
individuals are observed from either H1 or H2, each with prior probability 1/2, then the Bayes
error rate for any classifier is at least (1−Υ)/2, where Υ satisfies:
Υ2 6 2L
(
1−
(
2
√
1 + η
2 + η
)n−1)
6 L(n− 1)η
2
4
.
In other words, for any classification procedure, the chance of correctly determining whether the
samples come from H1 or H2, is at most (1 + Υ)/2.
The interpretation of the theorem is that if η  (nL)−1/2, then no procedure will distinguish
between the two histories given by H1 and H2 with good probability. In other words, we need
L = Ω
(
1/
(
nη2
))
samples to differentiate between the two histories N1 and N2.
4 We reiterate
that these bounds hold knowing exact rather than estimated coalescence times, and so should be
considered as underestimates in more realistic data settings.
We set up for the proof of Theorem 3.2; the same paradigm will be used to prove Theorem 1.1.
Consider the following hypothesis testing problem. Let η > 0, and let N1 (·) ≡ N and N2 (·) ≡
(1 + η)N be two population size histories. Let κ be uniform in {1, 2}, and, given κ, let Rκ,L =
{Rκ1 , . . . , RκL} be a collection of L i.i.d. coalescence trees on n individuals drawn from the distribution
induced by the population size history Nκ. The problem is to infer κ from R
κ,L.
The probability of correctly inferring κ using the optimal reconstruction strategy is clearly
at least 1/2; denote this probability by (1 + Υ) /2 (here Υ = Υ (L, n,N, η)). The reconstruction
method which gives the largest probability of correctly inferring κ is maximum likelihood: let κ̂ = 1
if P
(
κ = 1
∣∣Rκ,L) > P (κ = 2 ∣∣Rκ,L) and κ̂ = 2 otherwise. Then we have
Υ = P (κ̂ = κ)− P (κ̂ 6= κ) = dTV
(
R1,L,R2,L
)
.
4We use the standard asymptotic notation Ω, which means “at least on the order of”. Formally, if an and bn are
two sequences such that there exists a positive constant c and an integer n0 such that for every n > n0, an > c× bn,
then an = Ω (bn) as n→∞. Similarly, if f and g are two functions such that there exist positive constants c and x0
such that for every x ∈ (0, x0), f (x) > c × g (x), then f (x) = Ω (g (x)) as x ↘ 0. Equivalently, f (x) = Ω (g (x)) if
and only if g (x) = O (f (x)).
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. By the facts in Section 3.1 we have
Υ(L, n,N, η)2 = d2TV
(
R1,L,R2,L
)
6 2d2H
(
R1,L,R2,L
)
6 2Ld2H
(
R11, R
2
1
)
. (3.1)
Since the increasing sequence of times of coalescence of the trees Ri1, denoted by s
i = (si1, . . . , s
i
n−1),
are sufficient statistics for Ri1, we have d
2
H
(
R11, R
2
1
)
= d2H(s
1, s2). We can directly compute the
density fi(x) of s
i as
fi(x) =
n−1∏
j=1
exp
{
−
(
n− j + 1
2
)
(xj − xj−1)/Ni
} (n−j+1
2
)
Ni
1{0<x1<···<xn−1},
where we have set N1 := N , N2 := (1 + η)N , and x0 = 0. Using these densities in the definition of
the Hellinger distance and noting especially that since fi is a density, we have for any α > 0 that∫
0<x1<...<xn−1
n−1∏
j=1
exp
{
−α
(
n− j + 1
2
)
(xj − xj−1)
}(
n− j + 1
2
)
dx = 1/αn−1,
a calculation shows that
d2H
(
s11, s
2
1
)
= 1−
(
2
√
1 + η
2 + η
)n−1
. (3.2)
Plugging this into (3.1) yields the first bound of the result. When η > 0, we can upper bound the
right hand side of (3.2) by (n− 1)η2/8 to get the simpler bound Υ2 6 L(n− 1)η2/4.
3.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We prove Theorem 1.1 using the same strategy as that of Section 3.2. For i = 1, 2, let Ni(·)
be the history corresponding to hypothesis Hi. Let κ be uniform in {1, 2}, and, given κ, let
tκ,L = {tκ1 , . . . , tκL} be a collection of L i.i.d. coalescence times of pairs of individuals drawn from
the distribution induced by the population size history Nκ. The problem is to infer κ from t
κ,L.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As above, the chance that we infer κ correctly from tκ,L is bounded above
by (1 + E(L, a, b, T, S))/2 where
E(L, a, b, T, S)2 = d2TV
(
t1,L, t2,L
)
6 2Ld2H
(
t11, t
2
1
)
. (3.3)
Writing a1 := a and a2 := b to shorten formulas, a straightforward calculation shows that the
density of ti1 is
fi(x) =

exp
(
− ∫ x0 1N(s)ds) 1N(x) , x < T,
exp
(
− ∫ T0 1N(s)ds) exp(− x−TaiN0) 1aiN0 , T 6 x < T + S,
exp
(
− ∫ T0 1N(s)ds) exp(− SaiN0) exp(− ∫ xT+S 1N(s)ds) 1N(x) , T + S 6 x.
Using these densities in the definition of the Hellinger distance, we find after some simple calcula-
tions that
d2H
(
t11, t
2
1
)
= exp
(
−
∫ T
0
1/N (t) dt
)(
1− e− S2N0 a+bab
) (√a−√b)2
a+ b
.
Finally, using the inequality 1 − e−x 6 min {x, 1}, simplifying, and plugging the result into (3.3)
implies the bound of the theorem.
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4 ESTIMATING THE POPULATION SHAPE
Recall our setting of the estimation procedure for the population shape N = {N (t)}t>0 from
the i.i.d. coalescence times tL = {t1, . . . , tL}. In this section we analyze our piecewise constant
population shape estimator N̂ =
{
N̂ (t)
}
t>0
introduced in Section 2.
We consider the absolute error of our estimate N̂ on a logarithmic scale for each time interval,
i.e., for k > 1 we consider
Ek := sup
t∈Ik
∣∣∣logN (t)− log N̂k∣∣∣ .
Recall also that Ek 6 Ek,1 + Ek,2, where Ek,1 and Ek,2 are also both defined in Section 2.
To bound the error Ek,1 it is necessary to make an additional assumption on the population
shape. We introduce an additional parameter, δ, which controls how much the population size can
vary within a time interval, and we make the following assumption.
Assumption 1. We assume that in each time interval the population size can increase by a factor
of at most eδε, and can decrease by a factor of at most e−δε.
Using this assumption, it is simple to bound the first type of error.
Lemma 4.1. Given Assumption 1, we have that Ek,1 6 2δε.
Proof. Assumption 1 implies that
logN ((k − 1) εN0)− δε 6 logN (t) 6 logN ((k − 1) εN0) + δε
for all t ∈ Ik, and consequently also that
logN ((k − 1) εN0)− δε 6 log N˜k 6 logN ((k − 1) εN0) + δε.
These inequalities then imply that Ek,1 6 2δε.
To estimate the second type of error, Ek,2, it is not necessary to make any assumptions. We use
concentration results for sums of i.i.d. random variables, and, in particular, we use the following
simple corollary of the Chernoff bound.
Theorem 4.2. Let Y1, . . . , Yn be i.i.d. Bernoulli(p) random variables, and let Y =
∑n
i=1 Yi. Then
for any λ > 0 we have
P (Y 6 np− λ)
P (Y > np+ λ)
}
6 exp
(
−2λ
2
n
)
. (4.1)
The bounds in Theorem 4.2 imply the following concentration bound.
Corollary 4.3. For any k > 1 and λ > 0 we have
P
(∣∣∣X̂k − E(X̂k)∣∣∣ > λ) 6 2 exp (−2λ2L) . (4.2)
In the following we present two bounds on the error Ek,2. We first present a bound for the
first interval (i.e., when k = 1), which then also implies conditional bounds for general intervals,
by conditioning on the number of data points that have not coalesced by a given time.
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4.1 Bounds for the first interval
Proposition 4.4. For any c > 0, with probability at least 1− 2 exp (−2c2L), the logarithm of the
effective constant population size in I1, log N˜1, is in the interval[
log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− X̂1 − c
)
∨ 0
))
, log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− X̂1 + c
)
∧ 1
))]
.
(4.3)
Note that the interval in (4.3) is an interval around our estimate log N̂1.
Proof. The inequality (4.2) for k = 1 can be rephrased as
P
(
EX̂1 ∈
[(
X̂1 − c
)
∨ 0,
(
X̂1 + c
)
∧ 1
])
> 1− 2 exp (−2c2L) .
By algebraic manipulation, EX̂1 ∈
[(
X̂1 − c
)
∨ 0,
(
X̂1 + c
)
∧ 1
]
is equivalent to log N˜1 being con-
tained in the interval in (4.3).
This bound is useful because we can immediately determine a confidence interval for our esti-
mate. To achieve a confidence level of 1−α, we can choose c = c (α,L) to satisfy 2 exp (−2c2L) = α,
i.e., choose
c =
√
log (2/α)
2L
. (4.4)
Then the interval in (4.3) with c given by (4.4) has a confidence level of 1− α.
4.2 Conditional bounds
Next, we present conditional bounds: given the number of samples that did not coalesce in the
time interval [0, (k − 1) εN0], what is the error we make when estimating the population size in the
time interval Ik? The following result is the same as Proposition 2.3 but worded more precisely.
Proposition 4.5. For any c > 0, the probability conditioned on L
(
1− Ŝk−1
)
= ` (i.e., that `
samples “survived” the first k − 1 intervals) that the logarithm of the effective constant population
size, log N˜k, is in the interval[
log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− L
`
X̂k − c
)
∨ 0
))
, log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− L
`
X̂k + c
)
∧ 1
))]
(4.5)
is at least 1− 2 exp (−2c2`).
Note that the interval in (4.5) is an interval around our estimate log N̂k, given L
(
1− Ŝk−1
)
= `.
Proof. Let Ŷk :=
L
` X̂k. Given L
(
1− Ŝk−1
)
= `, Ŷk is the average of ` i.i.d. indicator variables.
Therefore Chernoff’s bound gives that
P
(∣∣∣Ŷk − EŶk∣∣∣ > c ∣∣∣L(1− Ŝk−1) = `) 6 2 exp (−2c2`) .
In other words,
P
(
EŶk ∈
[(
Ŷk − c
)
∨ 0,
(
Ŷk + c
)
∧ 1
] ∣∣∣L(1− Ŝk−1) = `) > 1− 2 exp (−2c2`) .
Just as in the proof of Proposition 4.4, by algebraic manipulation, given L
(
1− Ŝk−1
)
= `, EŶk ∈[(
Ŷk − c
)
∨ 0,
(
Ŷk + c
)
∧ 1
]
is equivalent to log N˜k being contained in the interval in (4.5).
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Again, this bound is useful because we can immediately determine a confidence interval for our
estimate. To achieve a confidence level of 1−α, we can choose c = c (α, `) to satisfy 2 exp (−2c2`) =
α, i.e., choose
c =
√
log (2/α)
2`
. (4.6)
Then the interval in (4.5) with c given by (4.6) has a confidence level of 1− α.
5 SIMULATIONS
We illustrate our estimation procedure on simulated data for the following settings: (1) constant
size population, (2) piecewise constant size population, and (3) a population experiencing recent ex-
ponential growth; the last setting being germane to recent human population history (see, e.g., [29]
for a study on how recent accelerated population growth, together with weak purifying selection,
can lead to an excess of rare functional variants). In each case, we simulate L independent co-
alescence times and apply our estimation procedure described in Section 4 with a given ε to the
data; the outcome is summarized in Figures 4–7 below. Each figure plots log (N (t) /N (0)) versus
t/N (0), i.e., we scale time according to the coalescent timescale, and we plot the population size
on a logarithmic scale.
The true history is the blue line, the estimates over each interval are the red lines, and the
confidence intervals at the 95 percent level are given in pink. Recall that the logarithm of our
estimate (2.1) is
log N̂k = log (εN0)− log
(
− log
(
1− X̂k
1− Ŝk−1
))
,
and our confidence interval for confidence level 1− α is given by (4.5):[
log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− X̂k
1−Ŝk−1 − c
)
∨ 0
))
, log (εN0)− log
(
− log
((
1− X̂k
1−Ŝk−1 + c
)
∧ 1
))]
,
where
c =
√√√√ log (2/α)
2L
(
1− Ŝk−1
) .
In the case that X̂k = 0 we do not give an estimate but can sometimes still obtain a lower bound
on the confidence interval. The intervals where the pink extends to the upper or lower margin of
the graphing area represent a confidence bound that is infinite or zero, i.e., where the minimum or
maximum are taken to be one or zero in the expressions for the confidence bounds above.
The error Ek,1 is not represented in the plots, but would add δ to each side of each confidence
interval. Alternatively, we can view our statistic as an estimate of the effective constant population
size over the given interval.
The plots in Figure 7 compare our lower bounds to the confidence intervals of our estimation
procedure. The black lines are the 95 percent uncertainty intervals: in a given time interval,
populations within the interval given by the black lines cannot be distinguished from the true blue
line population with the amount of data in hand with probability .95. Thus if the red line is
within the interval given by the black lines, then our estimate is in some sense the best that can
be achieved. Note that when an interval has no upper black line, then there is not enough data
to distinguish between a history of the blue line size in the interval and any larger size population
with 95% certainty.
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Even though our assumed data is idealized and unrealistic (exact coalescent data at thousands
of independent sites), these simulations allow us to make some general qualitative observations.
The major determining factor of the performance of our procedure in a time interval is the number
of coalescence times that have survived to that interval. So having more data (i.e., larger L) leads
to more accurate estimates, and the estimates lose accuracy moving back in time as the number
of data points decreases. Moreover, there is a rare event effect when there are few coalescences
in an interval—having no coalescences in an interval is not very informative—and this leads to
the consistent underestimates in the deepest part of the histories. Possibly this effect would be
lessened by lengthening the widths of the intervals as they go back in time, although this would
smooth out big features in the history. Also note that in the presence of a bottleneck, i.e., a time
period where the population becomes small, there are many coalescences due to the increased rate.
In turn this decreases the number of available data deeper in history. For example, compare the
accuracy of the estimates at time t/N(0) = 4 in the constant population of Figure 4 to that of
the piecewise constant population of Figure 5 where there is a bottleneck starting around time
t/N(0) = 1. Finally, note that in Figure 7 the confidence intervals of our procedure and the lower
bound black lines are rather tight in the presence of a significant amount of data, but loosen as the
number of data points decreases.
6 DISCUSSION
An assortment of methods have been developed to infer a population’s history from (an ever
increasing amount of) genetic data [2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 20, 21, 25]. These methods are necessarily
computational and approximate and so the quality of the outputs of these methods cannot be
rigorously justified. However, understanding the theoretical limitations of inferring past population
history [1, 19] is of the utmost importance, since it is becoming increasingly common for such
analyses to be used as the main tool for inference, with less emphasis on external verification (e.g.,
fossil or paleontological record) [4].
Here we have provided lower bounds on the amount of idealized data needed to infer a population
history to a given accuracy. Our bounds should be considered as underestimates of the amount of
data necessary for inference in methods which use sequence data, so they can be used as a guide
when performing such analyses. We end with some further avenues of study and open problems.
6.1 Open Problems
n-coalescence trees. With the exception of Theorem 3.2, we assume that our data are L i.i.d.
coalescence times between pairs of individuals. If instead our data are L i.i.d. coalescence trees
among n individuals then how does this affect the bounds? In the setting of Theorem 3.2 when
comparing two constant populations, increasing the number of individuals n in the coalescent tree
is as good as increasing the number of independent loci L. This shouldn’t hold true in general since
adding individuals does not greatly increase the depth of the tree. For moderate values of n, we
expect that estimates of the deep history will not be greatly affected since the time of coalescence
for the final two lineages is roughly half the length of the coalescent tree started from infinitely
many individuals. On the other hand, explosive growth in the near history should be estimated
better using more individuals since the amount of coalescing in the near past will increase. It would
be interesting to better understand how increasing the number of individuals in the tree affects the
lower bounds of Section 1.2 and the upper bounds provided by some generalization of our inference
algorithm of Section 2. For some discussion on the affect of increasing the size of the tree versus
increasing independent loci, see [12].
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Estimation from sequence data. The assumption that we know exact coalescence times is
unrealistic. These times need to be estimated from sequence data at independent loci with good
accuracy. How do we estimate coalescence times from sequence data with quantitative upper and
lower bounds analogous to those here?
Population substructure. Assume we want to estimate a population that is not only changing
over time, but also has sub-populations that merge and split, and which may have migration rates
between them. Are there analogs of our results in this setting? Note that identifiability can be
an issue here since, for example, a constant population that splits at a given point in the past has
the same distribution of coalescence times among two individuals as a single population that grows
exponentially at a specific rate (backward in time) starting at the time of the split.
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Figure 4: Estimating a constant population size.
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Figure 5: Estimating a piecewise constant population size.
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(a) L = 103, ε = 0.05.
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(b) L = 104, ε = 0.05.
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(c) L = 103, ε = 0.1.
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(d) L = 104, ε = 0.1.
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(f) L = 104, ε = 0.2.
Figure 6: Estimating a population history with piecewise exponential change.
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(a) L = 103, ε = 0.1.
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(b) L = 104, ε = 0.1.
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(d) L = 104, ε = 0.1.
Figure 7: Constant and piecewise constant population histories with uncertainty intervals.
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